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Happy Fall Ya’all! 
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The Tymco DST-6 Dustless 
Regenerative Air Sweeper 
removes large debris and ultra-fine 
dust from the sweeping surface in 
the most severe cleaning 
applications in both wet and dry 
conditions. The DST Filtration 

System is unique; Tymco patented 

multiple filtration system for 
removing dust and moisture with a 
high-efficiency pre-filter system; 

and washable Tymco DST filters 
channels for extra strength.          

The Tymco Regenerative Air 

Sweeper offers numerous features 
that this unit invaluable to 
municipalities and contractors 
alike!  

 Oons of water for dust 
control 
 

 

 
  

TDuraPack 5000 is as 

functional as it is durable. 
Operators appreciate the convenient 
one-handed manual packing 
controls that enable them to stop, 
start, or reverse either the upper 
panel or the blade at any point in 
the packing cycle. With a simple 
two-step cycle that reloads in just 
6 to 8 seconds, and a complete 
cycle time of 16 to 18 seconds, it 
gets drivers through their routes 
quickly.   

The Heil DuraPack 5000 

offers: 
 

-  High-Capacity Hopper
- Durability and Longevity 
- More Packing Power 
- Service Smart Side Door  

- A Solid Foundation 

- Frame-Mounted Oil Tank 

 
 

 
      

     
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 

 
Liz Hahorst / StL Parts 
Department / Lead-Foot Parts 
Driver  
 
Kylee Pup” Williams /    B.A. 
Welder / Shop Maintenance / 
PDI’s / Fleet Maintenance  

 
   

 

Sales, Service and 
Parts for  

STREET SWEEPERS 

 
 
 

Armor can get your 

current sweeper  
Tuned-up and ready for 

sweeping!  
We can also assist you with 

OEM PARTS and BROOMS 
for Parking Lot, Dustless, 

Airport, Municipal, 
Contractor &  

City Street Sweepers!  

 

FALL CLEAN-UP 
TIME IS HERE! 

ARMOR can offer in-house 
SERVICE FOR YOUR  

Sweeper Repair or 
Replacement NEEDS! 

On-board 220 gallons of water 
of dust control around the gutter 
brooms and inside the hopper. 
For applications that require 
using no water such as below 
freezing conditions, the sweeper 
will continue sweeping dustless 
without using water.  

The Tymco Model DST-6  
pick-up head has a width of 87 
inches and is equipped with a 
broom in the pick-up head for 
applications where a broom is 
desired. The fast rotation of the 
broom loosens packed-on debris 
and projects it into the 
Regenerative Air stream for 
effective cleaning. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
With in-cab controls that allow 
broom-assisted sweeping only when 
needed, the operator can lift the 
broom out of service for regular 
use of the powerful Regenerative 
Air system. 
 

The Model DST-6 hopper is over 
7.3 cubic yards in size with a 
useable capacity of over 6 cubic 
yards. Stationary hopper dumping 
system designed for safe, simple 
dumping and low maintenance. 
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The fall season is a fun time for friends and family to get together and enjoy the holidays, 
but for a sweeper operator this time of the year can be tough. Why, you ask? Well, it’s that 
bad word called LEAVES. These little guys can really slow down your sweeping operation. 
You spend more time dumping and less time sweeping. Here are a few helpful tips to help 
make your leaf sweeping a little bit easier. 

1. Always make sure that both the hopper and hopper screen are clean before heading out to sweep. 
Starting out with a dirty sweeper will only slow you down as the day wears on. 

 

2. Make sure your hopper water is working properly. This will help the leaves to fall from the air stream 
and be less likely to stick to the screen. 

 

3. The Pressure Bleeder door should be wide open while sweeping leaves. Fully opening the Pressure 
Bleeder door will allow the front seal curtain to draw up, allowing the leaves to go under the pick-up 
head much easier. 

 

4. If the leaves are in large piles, you may have to use the ‘Pac Man” trick. Gobble up those pesky leaves 
by raising the pick-up head enough to allow the leaves to pass under, and then lower the head back 
down on top of the leaves. Repeat as needed. Remember, the pressure bleeder needs to be wide open. 

 

5. Leaves will blind the screen over once the hopper is full or near full. Sometimes you can shut down 
the auxiliary engine, wait a moment, then restart the engine; some of the leaves should fall from the 
screen. If you sweep a little ways and this happens again, it’s time to dump. 

 

6. Your TYMCO Parts and Service Manual contains leaf sweeping settings for the pick-up head. These 
settings may not always be enough to handle heavy amounts of leaves. In this case, you can drop the 
skid plates all the way down in their slots; thereby, raising the pick-up head. Remember to adjust the 
flotation springs as needed, and keep the pressure bleeder door wide open. 

 

 
 

     

         
     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

The Armor 2019 Calendars are in the house ! Call to get yours today! 

 

Our Locations: 1368 Lonedell Rd, Arnold MO (The Original) & 450 N. Lindenwood Dr, Olathe KS (Latest & Greatest) 

TYMCO Service School Schedule: 
Several dates still open for the conclusion of 2018. 
October        Tymco Model   
  9-10   Model 600 
16-18   Model 210 – 435 & DST-4 
23-24    Model 600 
 

November     Model     
  6-7   Model 600 
13-14   Model 500x 
27-28   Model 600 
 

December     Model     
  4-5   Model 210 & 435 
11-13   Model 600 & DST-6 
 

For more information, please contact David Zajicek at  
1-800-258-9626, or visit www.tymco.com to register. 

Pet of the Month:  
Meet “JEWEL”, our 2017 Tymco  

600 BAH Street Sweeper. Jewel has 
been our extremely faithful Demo Unit; 

she has been completely serviced, 
PRICED TO SELL, and  

Ready to find a forever home!       

Seasonal Maintenance/Service for TYMCO Sweepers 

Please contact Our 
Armor Sales 

Department at  
800-777-2766 if you 

would like more info 
on this Jewel! 

(Please see Unit Insert) 

 


